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Globular Cluster Systems

dEs
gEs

Globular clusters and satellite galaxies 565

Figure 1. The high-redshift and present-day mass distribution in a region
that forms a single galaxy in a hierarchical CDM Universe. The upper panel
shows the density distribution at a redshift z = 12 from a region that will form
a single galaxy at z = 0 (lower panel). The blue–pink colour scale shows
the density of dark matter whilst the green regions show the particles from
protogalaxies with virial temperature above 104 K that have collapsed at this
epoch. These peaks have masses in the range 108–1010 M!. The lower panel
shows same mass distribution at z = 0. Most of the rare peaks are located
towards the centre of the galaxy today. The squares in both panels indicate
those first objects that survive the merging process and can be associated
with the visible satellite galaxies today orbiting within the final galactic
mass halo. Most of the subhaloes stay dark since they collapse later after
reionization has increased the Jeans mass.

is rapid and local metal enrichment occurs from stellar evolution.
Metal-poor Population II stars form in large numbers in haloes above
M H " 108 [(1 + z)/10]#3/2 M! (virial temperature 104 K), where
gas can cool efficiently and fragment via excitation of hydrogen
Ly!. At z > 12, these correspond to >2.5" peaks of the initial
Gaussian overdensity field: most of this material ends up within
the inner few kpc of the Galaxy. Within the "1 Mpc turn-around
region, a few hundred such protogalaxies are assembling their
stellar systems (Kravtsov & Gnedin 2005). Typically 95 per cent
of these first structures merge together within a time-scale of

a few Gyr, creating the inner Galactic dark halo and its associated
old stellar population.

With an efficiency of turning baryons into stars and globular clus-
ters of the order of f $ = 10 per cent, we successfully reproduce
the total luminosity of the old halo population and the old dwarf
spheroidal satellites. The fraction of baryons in dark matter haloes
above the atomic cooling mass at z = 12 exceeds f c = 1 per cent. A
normal stellar population with a Salpeter-type initial mass function
emits about 4000 hydrogen-ionizing photons per stellar baryon. A
star formation efficiency of 10 per cent therefore implies the emis-
sion of 4 000 % f $ % f c & a few Lyman-continuum photons per
baryon in the Universe. This may be enough to photoionize and
drive to a higher adiabatic vast portion of the intergalactic medium,
thereby quenching gas accretion and star formation in nearby low-
mass haloes.

3 C O N N E C T I O N TO G L O BU L A R C L U S T E R S
A N D H A L O S TA R S

The globular clusters that were once within the merging protogalax-
ies are so dense that they survive intact and will orbit freely within
the Galaxy. The surviving protogalaxies may be the precursors of
the old satellite galaxies, some of which host old globular clusters
such as Fornax, whose morphology and stellar populations are de-
termined by ongoing gravitational and hydrodynamical interactions
with the Milky Way (e.g. Mayer et al. 2005).

Recent papers have attempted to address the origin of the spatial
distribution of globular clusters (e.g. Parmentier & Grebel 2005;
Parmentier & Gilmore 2005). Most compelling for this model and
one of the key results in this paper is that we naturally reproduce the
spatial clustering of each of these old components of the galaxy. The
radial distribution of material that formed from >2.5" peaks at z >

12 now falls off as #(r ) ' r#3.5 within the Galactic halo – just as the
observed old halo stars and metal-poor globular clusters (cf. Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. The radial distribution of old stellar systems compared with rare
peaks within a z = 0 $CDM galaxy. The thick blue curve is the total mass
distribution today. The labelled green curves show the present-day distribu-
tion of material that collapsed into 1, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5" peaks at a redshift z =
12. The circles show the observed spatial distribution of the Milky Way’s old
metal-poor globular cluster system. The dashed line indicates a power law
#(r ) ' r#3.5 which represents the old halo stellar population. The squares
show the radial distribution of surviving 2.5" peaks which are slightly more
extended than the overall Navarro–Frenk–White-like mass distribution, in
good agreement with the observed spatial distribution of the Milky Way’s
satellites.

C( 2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C( 2006 RAS, MNRAS 368, 563–570

Moore et al (2006)

z=0

z=12
• GCs form early in the evolution of galaxies
• Trace early, major epochs of star formation
• Simple stellar populations (mostly)
• Observable out to >100 Mpc, massive systems
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Brodie & Strader (2006)

•  Globular clusters are predominantly old 
(> 8 Gyr) and metal-poor

• Globular cluster color distributions in 
massive galaxies are often bimodal, unlike 
underlying field star metallicity distributions

The Properties of Globular Cluster Systems

Peng et al. (2006)

• Is color bimodality metallicity bimodality? 
See poster by Chies-Santos.
• Metallicity distributions of GC and field stars 
do not match.
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Specific Frequency: number of GCs 
normalized to MV=-15
SN = NGC 10 0.4(MV+15)

Puzzle:
Globular cluster formation efficiency is 

not constant across galaxy mass

Peng et al. (2008)

The Properties of Globular Cluster Systems
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How does GC fraction behave across galaxy mass?

• Narrow range of SN at 
intermediate L

• High SN values for both 
giants and dwarfs

Peng et al. (2008)
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Globular Clusters in dEs: The Role of Environment

• Dwarfs only: Mz > -19
• SN vs clustercentric distance

• dEs with high GC fractions are within Dp < 1 
Mpc
• dEs within 100 kpc, stripped of GCs

Peng et al. (2008)
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The Millennium Simulation:
Early-type cluster dwarfs

S.S. Larsen & T. Richtler: Young massive star clusters in nearby spiral galaxies. III 841

Fig. 2. The correlation between various integrated galaxy properties and TL(U).

W m−2 Hz−1 and Vr is in km/sec. The total integrated flux den-

sity SHI can be obtained from the m21 values given in Table 2

using the expression

m21 = 21.6 − 2.5 log(SHI) (9)

with SHI in units of 10−24 Wm−2 (RC3). Combining (8) and

(9) we obtain

MHI(M⊙) = 4.97 × 10−9 D2 100.4×(21.6−m21) (10)

We ignore corrections for self-absorption since most of the

galaxies are seen nearly face-on. No homogeneous set of data

is available on the HI sizes so we use again the optical sizes to

derive the HI surface density ΣHI:

ΣHI(M⊙ pc−2) = 3.26 × 109 × 10−0.4 m21−2 log D0 (11)

This is somewhat problematic since HI disks often extend be-

yond the optical disk size. However, as long as the same proce-

dure is applied to all galaxies in the sample the results should at

least be comparable, although we stress that the absolute values

of the HI surface density (ΣHI) should probably not be given

too much weight. The uncertainties onm21 quoted in RC3 are

typically of the order of 0.1 mag or about 10%, so errors inΣHI

are more likely to arise from the area normalisation because of

differences in the scale length of the HI disks relative to the

optical sizes.

Fig. 4 shows TL(U) vs.ΣHI. The plot clearly shows a corre-

lation, although not as nice as between TL(U) and ΣSFR. This

may not be surprising, considering the relatively small range

in ΣHI compared to ΣSFR, which makes the result much more

sensitive to errors in the area normalisation. Also, ΣSFR (and

Fig. 3. TL(U) vs. Star Formation Rate as derived from the FIR lu-

minosities for galaxies in the Paper1 sample. The upper panel shows

TL(U) as a function of the global SFR, while the lower panel shows
TL(U) vs. ΣSFR, the SFR per unit area.

thus TL(U)) is expected to depend on the total gas surface den-
sity Σgas of which ΣHI constitutes only a fraction, which is

not necessarily the same from galaxy to galaxy. However, we

note that Kennicutt (1998a) finds that ΣSFR correlates nearly

Larsen & Richtler (2000)

10-4       10-3        10-2       10-1

ΣSFR

TL(U)

Oldest dwarfs are at cluster center and formed GCs at high efficiency because low mass 
halos in denser environments collapse sooner and smaller.

Peng et al. (2008)
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The Evolution of Massive Galaxies

Simulations predict that Brightest 
Cluster Galaxies continue to grow 

in mass through dry mergers 
through z=0

BCG mass predicted to increase 
by a factor of 3-4 from  z=1 to 

present

DeLucia & Blaizot (2007)
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The Evolution of Massive Galaxies

Collins et al (2009)
also Whiley et al,. (2008)

Observations show little mass 
evolution in BCGs with redshift

Observed masses of BCGs show 
only weak dependence on cluster 

mass

Purcell, Bullock & Zetner (2007)

•  In massive clusters, N-body 
simulations predict that “intracluster” 
light dominates the light of the BCG!

• Prediction: Strong correlation 
between ICL fraction and cluster mass
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The Evolution of Massive Galaxies

 Intracluster Globular Clusters (IGCs) should 

accompany ICL, and can be easier to see

Could intracluster light be the 
missing component?

ICL is notoriously difficult to observe

• Low surface brightness

• PN/Ly-alpha galaxy confusion

Krick & Bernstein (2007)
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ICL, IGCs, and the Coma Cluster

• Nearest rich, dense cluster 
environment (100 Mpc)

• Previous evidence for 
intracluster light

• cD galaxy, NGC 4874
N4874

N4489
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The HST/ACS Coma Treasury Survey

Can still do interesting GC and galaxy science!

Carter et al (2008)
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ACS Coma Treasury Survey
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ACS Coma Treasury Survey

Globular clusters easily detected!
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GC spatial distribution

• GCs are point sources (see 
Chiboucas et al. 2011, Price 
et al. 2009 for resolved 
UCDs)

• Entire cluster core is filled 
with GCs

• Intergalactic population

• Spatial structure in GCs

Peng et al. (2011)
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GC spatial distribution in cluster core

• Spatial structure in GCs

• Intergalactic or just galactic?

• Model GC systems of Coma 
galaxies

Coma core GC distribution

• Statistically subtract from 
observations

• Mask aggressively
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Radial Distribution of GCs

• GC radial profile centered on 
NGC 4874

• Galaxies masked and their 
GCs statistically subtracted

• Sersic + constant fits well

• Intergalactic GC density is 
well above background level

• NGC (R<520kpc) = 70,000
• “Sersic” GCs = 22,000
• “Intergalactic” GCs = 47,000
• SN (Sersic) = 9
• Implied ICL: 27 mag/arcsec2

• ~2500 disrupted dEs at MV=-16
~70% of GCs in N4874+IGC system are IGCs, ~30-45% of GCs 
in the core are IGCs
Consistent with ICL measurements (Gonzalez et al) and 
simulations (Purcell et al)

Peng et al. (2011)
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GC Color Distributions

• Distribution of all GCs (I<25) 
show typical bimodality

• GCs outside of 130 kpc (IGCs) 
dominated by blue GCs, ratio 4:1

• GCs within 50 kpc not very 
bimodal, show equal numbers of 
red and blue GCs.  

Peng et al. (2011)
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IGCs in the Virgo Cluster?

ICL observations
• LSB light (Mihos)
• Planetary nebulae (Arnaboldi, 
Okamura, Feldmeier)

Mihos et al (2006)

• Best galaxy cluster for GC 
observations
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IGCs in the Virgo Cluster?

Lee, Park & Hwang 2011

Reported detection of 
IGCs in Virgo using 

SDSS (g~22)
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• CFHT Large Program 
(2009-2012)

• 104 sq. deg in ugriz
•  u*g’~26, r’i’z’~25

• PI: L. Ferarrese

• Galaxies, globular clusters, 
foreground halo, 
background clusters

Nelson Caldwell
Patrick Côté

Jean-Charles Cuillandre
Patrick Durrell

Laura Ferrarese
Stephen Gwyn
Andrés Jordán
Chengze Liu

Yang-Shyang Li
Lauren MacArthur
Alan McConnachie
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Globular cluster selection

Background 
galaxies

GCs

Foreground stars
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Virgo globular 
cluster spatial 

distribution

NGVS Team, in prep
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Virgo globular 
cluster spatial 

distribution

M60
M87

M49

M87

M89
M86

M84

NGVS Team, in prep
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Virgo globular 
cluster spatial 

distribution

Can we estimate the IGC 
fraction in Virgo?

M60

M49

M89
M86

M84

NGVS Team, in prep
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Virgo and the Galactic Foreground

V. Belokurov
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Virgo and the Galactic Foreground

Sgr MSTO

Virgo GCs

Virgo 
Overdensity
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M60

M49

M89
M86

M84 Preliminary IGC fraction ranges 
from ~0-40% depending on 
chosen background region.

Need careful treatment of 
Galactic foreground.

NGVS Team, in prep
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18.5 < gPSF < 24 mag

Resolving Virgo GCs in the NGVS

NGVS+0+0
Spectrum confirmed GCs (Eric)
UCDs (Hasegan+05, Evstigneeva+08)
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Overlap regions
rh in i bandrh in g band
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Globular Cluster Systems

• Measuring sizes of stellar systems is 
important for understanding them

• Globular clusters are among the 
smallest stellar systems

• ELTs+AO may not significantly improve 
survey speed for GCs in nearby galaxy 
clusters for certain applications

• HST and current ground-based 
facilities can already do a lot0.5” seeing

HST

30m ELT

Coma

Virgo

Misgeld & Hilker (2011)
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Summary

1.  Panoramic observations of nearby galaxy clusters provide a new view on GCs and the intracluster stellar 
component, showing history of intense formation and interaction.

2.  dEs in dense environments show enhanced GC formation, contribute GCs to larger halos.

3.  A large population of intergalactic GCs (~47,000) in Coma core.  The ratio of IGC component to total 
central system (N4874+IGC) ~70% within ~0.5 Mpc.  IGC fraction of all GCs is ~30-45%. Consistent with 
simulations of ICL production through dry merging and stripping of satellite galaxies.

4.  IGCs are dominated by blue/metal-poor GCs, with a ratio 2:1.

5.  Virgo population of IGCs is now spectroscopically confirmed. Total fraction still uncertain, but likely has a 
lower fraction than in Coma.

6.  Ability to resolve systems with rh>5-10 pc over the entire Virgo cluster will be uniquely powerful for some 
time.

NGVS Team, in prep
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